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Forgotten Books, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****. Excerpt from The Enchanted Years: A Book of Contemporary Verse, Dedicated by
Poets of Great Britain and America to the University of Virginia on the Occasion of Its OneHundredth Anniversary Of course, as always when art is vitally in touch with reality, there has been
marked individuality of manner and tone rather than group similarity. The leading English poets
have been too original in crea tive power to be called Georgian, save as the name marks an era.
The Irish writers may all have a part in the Celtic Renaissance, but the fairy magic of one or the lyric
oracles of another cannot be classified by one academic label. Nor can the term new poetry in
America resolve the colorful robust vitality, the cryptic vision, the brilliant intellectu ality, and the
quiet beauty of certain poets into the patterned product of a narrowed code of art. The Enchanted
Years is a collection of verse representative of many difi erent poetic aims andmethods. The freer
forms of verse and the more traditional phrasings meet on the common ground of a clearly
defined poetic purpose....
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Reviews
This book is definitely not easy to get going on reading through but extremely exciting to see. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never.
I am pleased to explain how here is the finest book i actually have read inside my individual daily life and may be he best book for ever.
-- Mr s. Ellie Yost II
Without doubt, this is the very best operate by any publisher. Indeed, it can be enjoy, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. You may like how
the writer compose this pdf.
-- Toni B echtela r
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